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Welcome
to EZ Cheats, Cheats Unlimited's collection of the

greatest cheats, tips, secrets and unlocks for Xbox 360
and Xbox 4th Edition!

There's an old saying, which goes a little something
like this: “if at first you don't succeed, cheat”. It's a
helpful little adage, one that has helped many an athlete
to a gold medal in the past (before they were forced to
give it back) and something that has assisted in the
completion of difficult video games for many years too.

While some players would be content to keep mashing
away at the buttons, having their backside kicked by
thugs, zombies, demons or animals to the point where
controllers, televisions and sometimes even limbs were
broken, the more crafty would call upon that fateful
reserve - the cheat code. With a few button presses, or
maybe a handy or humorous password, those who had
caused us to curse to the high heavens would instead be
left trailing in our wake.

As time went on, the world of cheating changed too.
For some, cheating and cheat codes were no longer a
crutch for getting through a game, rather a reward for
finishing them off their own steam. A second play-
through with cheats enabled made for a far more
exciting turn of events. In some instances, cheats
stopped being about actual “cheating” and simply
became about changing the environment for a new
experience. You might be adding invisible walls to a
football pitch or simply giving big heads to everybody in
the surrounding area.

Cheat Codes themselves were joined by the likes of
tips, handy pieces of advice to help you through a



certain section, or secrets and unlocks - additional
features, characters and other extras that can be earned
by performing certain tasks within a game.

The arrival of the HD consoles even brought a new
feature to the world of gaming, visual awards that could
be shown off to other gamers. Microsoft set the ball
rolling with their Achievements system for Xbox 360,
while Sony followed suit with Trophies. With players now
able to provide proof of their skills to others, the desire
for help in completing the set tasks became even
greater. You couldn't cheat them, but you could certainly
gain assistance in earning them. Secret Trophies and
Achievements, the objectives for which remained
hidden, left players hungrily searching for what they
needed to do in order to get that elusive mark on their
gamer-cards.

One thing is for sure, while the likes of cheats and tips
themselves have gone through a number of changes
over the years, there's something that has remained
constant, which is that Cheats Unlimited has been there
to provide them to the general public. Through phone
lines, fax machines, Web sites, WAP sites and more, the
Cheats Unlimited brand, fronted by the glamorous and
gorgeous Cheatmistress, has been there for over 5
million gamers, when they needed us most.

When bosses got the better of you, Cheats Unlimited
was there. If your weapons were always running out of
ammo, Cheat Unlimited was there. Even if the weather
took a turn for the worse, and you just wanted a spot of
extra fun from your games, Cheats Unlimited was there
for you when the rain started to pour. And we're still
here for you, 24 hours a day and 7 days a week, with
this Cheat Book that you're reading right now a
testament to the hard work we've put in for you, the
gamers, over these past twelve years.



This book brings together an amazing selection of
cheat codes, tips, unlockables and secrets for Xbox 360
and Xbox consoles. Whether you want to find out how to
spawn specific vehicles, learn how to open up harder
difficulty settings, or discover sneaky ways to earn
additional in-game currency, we have the answers.
Where once you were lost, now you will be found, all
courtesy of the Cheat Mistress and Cheats Unlimited.



Xbox 360

Amped 3
Cheat Codes
All of the following codes should be entered on the Cheat
entry screen, which can be found within the options menu.
Unlimited Awesomeness
Enter the following code: Up, RT, X, Y, LB, X, Down, LB, RT,
RB
All Sleds
Enter this code: RT, X, LT, Down, Right, LB, LT, RT, Y, X
All Build Licenses
Enter in this code: Left, RT, LB, RT, X, X, Y, Down, Up, X
All Build Objects
Enter this code: LT, RT, Up, Up, RB, Left, Right, X, Y, LB
All Challenges
Enter in the following code: Right, LB, LT, X, Left, RB, RT, Y,
LT, X
All Gear
Enter the following code: Y, Down, Up, Left, Right, LB, Right,
RT, RT, RB
All Levels
Enter this code: X, Y, Up, Left, LB, LB, RT, X, Y
All Music Tracks
Enter the following code: Up, Left, RT, RB, RT, Up, Down,
Left, Y, LT
All Tricks
Enter this code: LB, RT, Y, Up, Down, X, LT, Left, RB, RT
Low Gravity Mode
Enter this code on the cheats screen: RT, Down, Down, Up,
X, LB, Y, RT, Y, Down
Army Of Two: The 40th Day



Completion Bonuses
By successfully completing the game, you can gain access
to a whole host of bonus features.
Cheat Codes
Complete the game once on the Casual difficulty setting,
and you'll unlock a couple of cheat codes, one of which
unlocks Big Heads mode, and the other will give you infinite
ammo.
Costumes
Successfully complete the game on any difficulty setting,
and you'll be rewarded with five new costumes for your
army of two. These costumes are the Civilian, End, Mall,
Medium Armour and Old School costumes.
Assassin's Creed 2
Condottiero War Hammer
Successfully collect and deposit 50 of the hidden feathers in
the game to make this weapon available for purchase from
the Blacksmith's shop in Villa Monteriggioni.
Auditore Cape
Collect and deposit all 100 hidden feathers in the game, and
then speak to Mario in the Villa. You'll be presented with the
Auditore Cape, which you can wear in every city to earn one
of the game's achievements/trophies.
Assassin's Creed: Brotherhood
Capes
Auditore Cape
Complete the Rebuilding Rome metagame
Borgia Cape
Collect 100 Borgia Flags
Medici Cape / Venetian Cape
Get to level 30 on the "Assassin's Creed: Project Legacy"
Facebook game
Outfits
Raiden Skin



Receive at Bronze medal or higher in all Virtual Training
challenges
Florentine Noble Attire / Altair's Robes / Armor of
Altair
Buy these for 2 tokens via Uplay (Ubisoft service)
Shop Quest Rewards
Seusenhofer Pauldrons and Chest Guards
Complete the Exotica Shop Quest (Blacksmith)
Spada Lunga
Complete the Blood Money Shop Quest (Blacksmith)
Captain's Sword
Complete the Faith Shop Quest (Blacksmith)
Vaticano Treasures Map
Complete the Trendsetting Shop Quest (Art Merchant)
Large Quiver
You'll need to complete the Pulling Threads Shop Quest
(Tailor)
Fast Poison
Complete the Venomous Shop Quest (Doctor)
Rebuilding Rome Metagame Rewards
Cavalieri Mace and Butcher Knife
Open 5 Blacksmiths
Spadone
Open 10 Blacksmiths
Knife Belt Upgrade / Large Medicine Pouch
Open 4 Tailor Shops
Large Poison Vial
Open 8 Tailor Shops
Guild Rewards
Courtesans Guild Crest
Get each Guild to Level 2
Thieves Guild Crest
Get each Guild to Level 2
Mercenaries Guild Crest
Get each Guild to Level 2
Maria's Dagger



Get each Guild to Level 3
La Volpe's Bite
Get each Guild to Level 3
Bartolomeo's Axe
Get each Guild to Level 3
Assassin's Guild Crest
Complete all Assassins Guild Challenges
Sword of Altair
Complete all Assassins Guild Challenges
You'll unlock these at Ezio's Hideout
War Machine Models
Tank Model
Acquired by completing the "Hell on Wheels" War Machine
mission
Bomber Model
Acquired by completing the "Flying Machine 2.0" War
Machine mission
Machine Gun Model
Acquired by "Outgunned" War Machine mission
Naval Cannon Model
Acquired by "Loose Cannon" War Machine mission
Leonardo's Inventions
Parachute
Acquired when you complete all the War Machine missions
Ultimate Equipment
Dagger and Armor of Brutus
You'll have to collect all six Keys of Romulus from Followers
Lairs
Find these beneath Prospero da Siena'a Borgia Tower in a
vault
Uplay Rewards
Xbox 360/Playstation 3 Theme / The Hellequin
(multiplayer character)
Sign up for Ubisoft's Uplay service and spend 1 token
Pistol Upgrade



Sign up for Ubisoft's Uplay service and purchase for 3 tokens
(this is equipped automatically)
Subject 16's Secret
The Truth
You'll need to find all 10 Rifts and solve all Cluster puzzles to
(can find this in the secret area of the Animus)
Ride the Unicorn
100% total sync on Sequence 1
Buns of Steel
100% total sync on Sequence 2
Killing Spree
100% total sync on Sequence 3
Sisterhood
100% total sync on Sequence 4
Ultimate Guild
100% total sync on Sequence 5
Unlimited Assassin Signals
100% total sync on Sequence 6
Desmond Everywhere
100% total sync on Sequence 8
Band Hero
The Secret Notes
To earn a large number of the trophies in Band Hero, you
must play tracks by specific artists from the set-list. Hitting
a certain note within the song will win you the award,
regardless of instrument or difficulty setting. If you're
struggling to earn it, switch to a different instrument, or
consider dropping down to easy mode. You're given a small
clue to the name of each artist related to each secret note,
but right here are the full answers. Get them all, and you'll
earn a bonus trophy.
Secret Notes 1
Hit the note in the track by Jesse McCartney
Secret Notes 2
Hit the note in the track by Janet Jackson



Secret Notes 3
Hit the note in the track by The Rolling Stones
Secret Notes 4
Hit the note in the track by Lily Allen
Secret Notes 5
Hit the note in the track by Aly & AJ
Secret Notes 6
Hit the note in the track by Maroon 5

Secret Notes 7
Hit the note in the track by David Bowie

Secret Notes 8
Hit the note in the track by Evanescence

Secret Notes 9
Hit the note in the track by Hinder

Secret Notes 10
Hit the note in the track by Pat Benatar
Secret Notes 11
Hit the note in the track by No Doubt (Don't Speak)
Secret Notes 12
Hit the note in the track by Marvin Gaye
Secret Notes 13
Hit the note in the track by Spice Girls
Secret Notes 14
Hit the note in the track by Village People
Secret Notes 15
Hit the note in the track by Hilary Duff
Secret Notes 16
Hit the note in the track by Yellowcard
Secret Notes 17
Hit the note in the track by The All-American Rejects

Secret Notes 18



Hit the note in the track by Roy Orbison
Secret Notes 19
Hit the note in the track by Carl Douglas
Batman: Arkham Asylum
Unlock Armoured Suit Batman
By successfully completing the game's story, you'll unlock
the Armoured Suit for Batman. This suit, which can only be
used in the Challenge Rooms mode, will give Batman added
durability when it comes to taking on the bad guys.
Battlefield 2: Modern Combat
All Weapons in Campaign Mode
Enter the following code during game play while holding LB
and RB:
Right, Right, Down, Up, Left, Left
Bayonetta
Cheat Codes
After completing Verse 3 in Chapter 2, you'll have the option
to enter codes that will allow you to unlock Weapons,
Accessories and Characters.
To enter any of the codes, walk around the Verse 3 plaza,
while not in combat, until you find some telephones.
Different phones must be used for different types of content
unlock. For example, if you wish to unlock a weapon, you
need to use the phone on the left side by the stairs. To
unlock an accessory, you must use the phone to the right,
and for characters, you need to use the phone at the other
end of the plaza. You will also need to have a specific
number of Halos in your possession in order to unlock each
individual bonuses, with the individual amounts detailed
below.
We'll start off with the Weapon codes:
Bazillions (1 Million Halos)



Enter Up, Up, Up, Up, Down, Down, Down, Down, Left, Right,
Left, Right, Y
Pillow Talk (1 Million Halos)
Enter Up, Up, Up, Up, Down, Down, Down, Down, Left, Right,
Left, Right, A
Rodin (5 Million Halos)
Enter Up, Up, Up, Up, Down, Down, Down, Down, Left, Right,
Left, Right, LB
Next, we move onto Accessories
Bracelet of Time (3 Million Halos)
Enter Up, Up, Up, Up, Down, Down, Down, Down, Left, Right,
Left, Right, LT
Climax Bracelet (5 Million Halos)
Enter Up, Up, Up, Up, Down, Down, Down, Down, Left, Right,
Left, Right, RT
Eternal Testimony (2 Million Halos)
Enter Up, Up, Up, Up, Down, Down, Down, Down, Left, Right,
Left, Right, RB
And finally, we've got a couple of characters
Jeanne (1 Million Halos)
Enter Up, Up, Up, Up, Down, Down, Down, Down, Left, Right,
Left, Right, B
Little Zero (5 Million Halos)
Enter Up, Up, Up, Up, Down, Down, Down, Down, Left, Right,
Left, Right, X
BioShock
Sander Cohen - Secret Achievements
While most of the secret achievements for the game are
related to completing boss fights and finishing levels, there
are two at the bottom of the list that may remain a mystery
for many. Here's how to get them.
Upon completing your main goal in Fort Frolic, to finish
Sander Cohen's masterpiece, Cohen will reveal himself to
you. As tempting as it may be, do not kill him at this point.
Instead, let him live and move on with the game.



A little while later in the game, you'll be searching an
apartment area, where you need to find a code to gain
access to an elevator. As you face this elevator, over to the
right of it will be Sander Cohen's apartment. If you killed
him earlier, it will be locked, but if you let him live, it will be
open.
Enter here, and you'll find two Splicers dancing. Cohen will
begin talking to you via your radio. Wait until he's finished,
and then kill the dancing Splicers. This will bring an angry
Cohen out to confront you. This time, it's okay to kill him.
When Cohen is dead, take a picture of his dead body to earn
the first of the secret achievements, entitled "Irony".
Following this, head up the stairs in the apartment to find
Cohen's room (which contains a "Power to the People"
weapon upgrade station, needed for another regular
achievement). Upon entering the room, you'll receive
another secret achievement, called "Found Cohen's Room".
Both secret achievements are worth 10 points.
Audio Diaries - The Important 5
If you want to earn the achievement for finding all the audio
diaries, you'll need to work hard, as there are 122 in total.
While you can head back to certain areas and find ones
you've missed during the course of the game, there are five
very important diaries that must be collected before you
leave the area that they're in, as you won't get another
chance to do so.
The first two you must grab are called "New Year's Eve
Alone" and "Hole in the Bathroom Wall". These have to be
collected before you go through the bulkhead to the Medical
Pavilion at the start of the game, and are found on top of a
table on the bottom floor of the Kashmir Restaurant, and in
the Dames bathroom of that same restaurant.
The other three diaries are found after you've opened up
Andrew Ryan's office later in the game. Take the first once,
entitled "The Vita Chamber" from close by the Vita Chamber
in the room. Then, after heading through a crawlspace,



you'll find a small room filled with newspaper clippings, and
a familiar message on the wall. In here, you'll find audio
diaries entitled "Mind Control Test", and "Baby Status". Grab
them all (they're in fairly clear view), as you won't get
another chance without having to start the game again.
BioShock 2
Secret Achievements
Perform the following actions throughout the game's single
player mode to uncover the following secret achievements.
The achievements listed from “Daddy's Home” through to
“Escape” will be earned with story progress, so watch out
for spoilers!
Daddy's Home (10)
Found your way back into the ruins of Rapture.
Protector (20)
Defended yourself against Lamb's assault in the train
station.
Sinclair's Solution (20)
Joined forces with Sinclair in Ryan Amusements.
Confronted Grace (10)
Confronted Lamb's lieutenant in Pauper's Drop.
Defeated the Preacher (20)
Defeated the Preacher, Simon Wales.
Nose for News (20)
Uncovered the secret of Dionysus Park.
Found Lamb's Hideout (20)
Gained access to Lamb's stronghold.
Reunion (50)
Reunited with your original Little Sister.
Heading to the Surface (25)
Headed to the surface on the side of Sinclair's escape pod.
Escape (100)
Escaped Rapture - Complete the single player game
9-Irony (5)



Paid your respects to the founder of Rapture. Use telekinesis
to pick up a golf club, and launch it at the head of the
nearest Andrew Ryan dummy.
Distance Hacker (5)
Used the Hack Tool to hack an object at a distance.
Unbreakable (20)
Defended yourself against the Big Sister without dying. Mini
turrets and security drones will help a lot with this.
Look at You, Hacker (15)
Killed 50 enemies using only hacked Security.
Adopted a Little Sister (5)
Adopted a new Little Sister for the first time.
Savior (25)
Saved every Little Sister and spared Grace, Stanley and Gil.
Simply walk away from the latter three after confronting
them to be in line for this achievement.
Counterattack (5)
Killed an enemy with its own projectile. This requires the
telekinesis plasmid.
BlazBlue: Calamity Trigger
Unlock Unlimited Characters
Successfully complete the indicated task to unlock the
corresponding Unlimited character:
Unlimited Hakumen
Complete Hakumen's Arcade mode.
Unlimited Rachel
Complete Rachel's Arcade mode.
Unlimited Ragna
Complete Ragna's Arcade mode.
Unlimited V-13
Complete V-13's Arcade mode.
Once you've unlocked the "Unlimited" versions of the
characters, they'll have a new look and altered abilities.
Note: You can't use Unlimited characters in Arcade, Score
Attack or Online, except in Player Match rooms that allow



them.

Blazing Angels: Squadrons Of WW2
Codes
Enter the following codes in the appropriate area, in order to
unlock the corresponding cheat.
God Mode
To activate this, you must pause the game, and then quickly
enter the following button combination while holding LT:
X, Y, Y, X
Immediately after entering this, release LT, and then hold RT
while you enter this button combo:
Y, X, X, Y
Provided you managed to do all this quickly enough, the
game will go into God Mode, thus making your plane
virtually unstoppable. If you wish to disable this cheat,
simply re-enter the code in the same way.
More Damage
Next up, we have a code that lets you dish out more
damage than usual. To activate this, first pause the game,
and then enter this button combo, while holding LT:
LB, LB, RB
Now release LT and hold RT while you enter this button
combo:
RB, RB, LB
Provided you entered this quickly enough, the cheat should
activate and allow you to do loads more damage than was
previously possible. Again, re-enter the code if you wish to
disable it.
All Planes and Missions
Finally, in order to instantly unlock all of the planes and
missions in the game, you have to enter the following code
at the main menu, while holding LT and RT:
X, LB, RB, Y, Y, RB, LB, X



Provided you entered this code correctly and quickly
enough, you should find that all of the planes and missions
are now available for selection.
Bulletstorm
Get the Emerald-colored Leash
You can unlock the Emerald-colored Leash by beating the
Bulletstorm demo then playing the full game. The Leash
behaves exactly the same as the Blue Leash, it's just a
different color.
Bully: Scholarship Edition
Codes and Secrets
The following codes can be entered at any time during
game play, except for cut-scenes. You will need to enter
them using a second controller, and while holding LB. Any
directions must be entered with the d-pad
All Gym Grapples
Enter this code on controller 2 while holding LB: Y, X, A, A
All Hobo Moves
Enter this code on controller 2, again while holding LB: Y, X,
A, B
All Weapons
Enter the following code on controller 2, while holding LB:
Up, Up, Up, Up
Full Health
Enter this code on controller 2 while holding LB: RT, RT, RT
Infinite Ammo
Enter this code on controller 2 while holding LB: Up, Down,
Up, Down
Money
Enter the following code on controller 2, while holding LB: Y,
X, B, A
By performing certain actions, and completing tasks
throughout the game, you'll be able to unlock a host of



extra items and bonuses, which can help with earning 100%
completion of the game.
Black Ninja Suit
Take all the yearbook photographs in the game. The
yearbook should be added to your pause menu shortly after
you get given the camera. Some students will have their
pictures added automatically after you've met them in cut-
scenes or boss fights.
BMX Helmet
Win all of the bicycle races in the game. The races are
located in two different areas of the town.
Crash Helmet
Win all of the Go-Kart races. Five of these are found in the
carnival, while the other three are dotted around the streets.
Double Carnival Tickets
Collect all the G and G cards in the game. You can use your
map to get a rough idea of their locations. This should help
you raise those 75 tickets needed to buy the moped much
more quickly!
Fireman Hat
Pull the fire alarm 15 times in the school. Try not to get
busted while you're doing this!
Pumpkin Head Hat
Smash all of the Pumpkins, either on Halloween night or
down in the basement where they're eventually stored.
Robber Mask
Break into 15 lockers in the school without getting caught.
Rubber Band Ball
Collect all of the rubber bands in the game. As with the G
and G cards, you can bring up the map to get a rough idea
of exactly where each band is located.
Burnout Revenge
Unlock Madden Van
To unlock the Madden Van vehicle, you simply have to watch
the Madden NFL 06 preview within the special features



menu for the game.
Call Of Duty 2
All Levels
My code allows you to unlock all of the levels in the game.
In order to do this, you must first go to the Mission Select
screen, and hold LB and RB. While keeping these held, enter
the following button combo:
Left, Left, Right, Right, Y, Y
When you've managed to enter this code correctly, you
should now find that you can select from any of the missions
on the game to play.
Call Of Duty 3
All Levels and Artwork
Go to the Chapter Select screen, and then enter the
following combination, while holding the Back button:
Right, Right, Left, Left, X, X
Please note, you must use the d-pad to enter those
directions. Once this has been done, you'll be able to view
any piece of artwork from the game, and also play on any
level. The effects of this code are not permanent, so you'd
need to re-enter it the next time you play the game.
Call Of Duty 4: Modern Warfare
Secrets
By progressing through the game, you'll be able to unlock a
whole wealth of extras, but the most important of these
come when you reach the end.
Arcade Mode and Cheat Menu
Successfully complete the game once, and you'll unlock
both Arcade Mode and the Cheat Menu for the game. The
Cheat Menu can be found within the options menu if you
pause during game play.
CoD Noir



To unlock the Cheats for the Cheat Menu, you have to
collect set numbers of Enemy Intel Pieces during the course
of the game. For the CoD Noir cheat, find 2 pieces of Enemy
Intel in the game. This will allow you to play the game in
black and white when the Cheat Menu has been unlocked.
Photo Negative
For Photo-Negative mode, you must collect 4 pieces of
Enemy Intel. After activating this from the Cheat Menu, the
colours of the game will be inverted, just like a photo
negative.
Super Contrast
To get Super Contrast mode, you have to collect 6 pieces of
Enemy Intel. This mode changes the contrast to make the
dark sections much darker and the light sections much
lighter.
Ragtime Warfare
For the Ragtime Warfare mode, you must collect 8 pieces of
Enemy Intel. With this enabled, the visuals and sound will
take on an old, silent movie style.
Cluster Bombs
Next, we have the much more exciting Cluster Bombs cheat,
which can be unlocked by collecting 10 pieces of Enemy
Intel. With this enabled, each time you throw one frag
grenade, the explosion will carry the power of five of them.
A Bad Year
To unlock the Bad Year cheat, you have to collect 15 pieces
of Enemy Intel. After this has been activated, killing enemies
will cause them to explode into a bunch of old tyres.
Slow Motion
For Slow Motion mode, you must collect 20 pieces of Enemy
Intel. Once you have this enabled, game play will slow down
by about 40%.
Infinite Ammo
And to get Infinite Ammo, you need to collect 30 pieces of
Enemy Intel. Weapons that benefit from infinite ammo will



no longer have to be reloaded. However, this cheat will not
apply to your RPGs, C4 explosives or Claymore mines.
Secret Mission
Finally, there's one extra secret for those that are patient,
the secret Air Force One mission; Mile High Club. Upon
completing the game, watch the credits all the way through
to the very end. Once they've finished, you'll start a new
mission, set on a plane that resembles the US President's Air
Force One jumbo jet, in which you have to take down the
enemies on board and save the VIP in under 2 minutes. If
you've skipped the credits, you don't get the chance to play
on this mission.
Call Of Duty: Modern Warfare 2
Unlocks and Rewards
Museum
Once you have completed the single player campaign, The
Museum can be selected from the "Mission Select". This
bizarre bonus "level" lets you wander around a museum
dedicated to the levels of the game, checking out the
enemy and ally models and firing off all the weapon.
Extra Custom Class Slot
Obtain level 70 in multiplayer and enter Prestige mode to
unlock a sixth custom class slot.
Multiplayer Kill Streak Rewards
Kill Streak rewards can be obtained in multiplayer by taking
out a certain number of opposition before dying yourself.
Here are the rewards for your kill streaks:
AC130 Gunship - 11 Kills in a row.
Attack Helicopter - 7 Kills in a row.
Care Package - 4 Kills in a row.
Chopper Gunner - 11 Kills in a row.
Counter UAV (Blocks Opposition Radar) - 4 Kills in a
row.
Emergency Airdrop - 8 Kills in a row.
EMP - 15 Kills in a row.



Harrier Strike - 7 Kills in a row.
Pave Low (Armoured Helicopter) - 9 Kills in a row.
Precision Airstrike - 6 Kills in a row.
Predator (Guided Missiles) - 5 Kills in a row.
Sentry Gun - 5 Kills in a row.
Stealth Bomber - 9 Kills in a row.
Tactical Nuke (Kills Everyone) - 25 Kills in a row.
UAV (Shows Enemy Locations) - 3 Kills in a row.
Unlock Multiplayer Weapons And Equipment
Reach the Level indicated to unlock each Weapon and/or
Equipment:
.44 Magnum (Pistol) - Level 26.
AA-12 (Shotgun) - Level 12
ACR (Assault Rifle) - Level 48
AK-47 (Assault Rifle) - Level 70
AT4-HS (Grenade Launcher) - Level 01
AUG HBAR (LMG) - Level 32
Barret .50 Cal (Sniper) - Level 04
Blast Shield - Level 19
C4 - Level 43
Claymore - Level 31
Desert Eagle (Pistol) - Level 62
F2000 (Assault Rifle) - Level 60
FAL (Assault Rifle) - Level 28
FAMAS (Assault Rifle) - Level 01
Frag Grenade - Level 01
Glock 18 (Secondary) - Level 22
Intervention (Sniper Rifle) - Level 01
Javelin (Grenade Launcher) - Level 50
L86 LSW (LMG) - Level 01
M1014 (Shotgun) - Level 54
M16A4 (Assault Rifle) - Level 40
M21 EBR (Sniper Rifle) - Level 56
M240 (LMG) - Level 52
M4A1 (Rifle) - Level 04
M9 (Pistol) - Level 46



M93 Raffica (Secondary) - Level 38
MG4 (LMG) - Level 16
Mini Uzi (SMG) - Level 44
MP5K (SMG) - Level 04
P90 (SMG) - Level 24
PP-2000 (Secondary) - Level 01
Ranger (Shotgun) - Level 42
RPD (SMG) - Level 04
RPG-7 (Grenade Launcher) - Level 65
SCAR-H (Assault Rifle) - Level 08
Semtex Grenade - Level 01
SPAS-12 (Shotgun) - Level 01
Stinger (Grenade Launcher) - Level 30
Striker (Shotgun) - Level 34
Tactical Insertion - Level 11
TAR-21 (Assault Rifle) - Level 20
Throwing Knife - Level 07
Thumper (Grenade Launcher) - Level 14
TMP (SMG) - Level 58
UMP .45 (SMG) - Level 01
USP .45 (Pistol) - Level 01
Vector (SMG) - Level 12
WA2000 (Sniper) - Level 36
Winchester 1887 (Shotgun) - Level 67
Call Of Duty: Black Ops
Codes & Unlocks
CIA Database Computer Codes
On the Main Menu, and press the Aim and Shoot buttons
repeatedly. After about five times for each button, you'll
break free of your interrogation chair. When you get up,
walk around behind you to a computer. When you access it,
enter the following using the on-screen keyboard.
Activates Dead Ops Arcade
DOA
Unlocks all Intel in the game for viewing



3ARC INTEL
Unlocks Dead Ops Arcade and Presidential Zombie
Mode
3ARC UNLOCK
Unlocks Zork I: The Great Underground Adventure
ZORK
Call Of Juarez: Bound In Blood
Bonus Money Code
Go to the Exclusive Content section from the main menu,
and then type in the following code:
735S653J
Following the correct entry of this code, you'll find that
you've been given a whole host of bonus cash, which should
in turn give you quicker access to the game's more powerful
weapons.
Castlevania: Lords Of Shadow
Codes & Unlocks
Konami Code
Input the following code at the Loading Screen. NOTE: Using
Cheats disables Achievements and locks your Save Files,
preventing you from saving.
Unlock Cheat Menu
Up, Up, Down, Down, Left, Right, Left, Right, B, A.
Unlock
Snake Outfit
After beating the game once go to the extras menu. From
there you will be able to toggle snakes "solid eye" and
"bandanna" to wear whilst in battle.
Solid Eye & Bandanna
Complete the game once
Vampire Wargame
Complete the journey's version of the Vampire Wargame to
unlock it in the "Extras" menu
Vampire Wargame



Solve the Wargame Puzzle in the main game
Condemned: Criminal Origins
Achievement Secrets
By performing certain tasks throughout the game, you'll be
able to earn additional achievement points that go towards
your XBox Live Gamerscore. Here's how to get them.
Chapter Completion Awards
The Chapter Completion awards are fairly self-explanatory.
Complete chapters 1-9 in the game, and you'll receive that
chapter's completion award, and get 10 points. Completing
chapter 10 gives you the Game Completion award, and is
also worth 10 points.
Bronze Detective Badge TV
There are a number of TVs to find on various chapters of the
game, each of which offers different levels of rewards. On
Chapter 1, if you can find the Bronze Detective Badge TV,
you'll earn 50 points.
Ripple TV
On Chapter 2, find the Ripple TV for 10 points.
Static TV
On Chapter 4, successfully find the Static TV for 10 points.
Silver Detective Badge TV
On Chapter 6, you must find the Silver Detective Badge TV
to get 50 points.
Bird Bath TV
On Chapter 7, find the Bird Bath TV for another 10 points.
Test Pattern TV
On Chapter 8, locate the Test Pattern TV to get 10 points.
Gold Detective Badge TV
And on Chapter 9, find the Gold Detective Badge TV for 50
points.
Bird Awards
On each Chapter, there are 2 Bird awards to be won. If you
can find one dead bird on a Chapter, you'll get the Bronze
Bird award, worth 10 points. By getting all six dead birds on



a chapter, you'll earn 20 points. Managing to find all 60 of
the dead birds gets you the Golden Bird award, worth 50
points.
Melee Master Awards
There are three melee master awards that can be won too.
The bronze melee master award is given out for completing
one level using only melee weapons, while the silver melee
master award is received when you complete three levels
using only melee weapons. Both awards are worth 20 points
each. You can earn the gold melee master award by
completing the whole game using only melee weapons. This
is worth 50 points.
Chief Investigator Award
By finding every single piece of evidence in the game, you'll
get the Chief Investigator award, worth 20 points.
Melee Mayhem Award
If you find, equip and use every single melee weapon in the
game, you'll get the Melee Mayhem award, which earns you
50 points.
Fire-Arm Freedom Award
And if you find all the firearms in the game, you'll get the
Fire-Arm Freedom award, which is worth 20 points.
SKX Shooting Awards
Whether or not you shoot SKX in the game, you'll get an
award. Shooting him earns you the Revenge Award, while
not shooting him gives you the Compassion Award. Both of
these are worth 50 points.
Metal Piece Awards
Finally, we have the metal piece awards. Finding 9 pieces
earns you the First Propaganda Report, 20 pieces gets you
the Second Propaganda Report and the Internal Affairs
Report, 29 pieces will get you the Third Propaganda Report
and the Duo Report, while all 30 pieces gets you the Fourth
Propaganda report. Each of these reports is worth 20 points
each.



Crackdown 2
Secrets & Unlocks
Infinite Ammo
This cheat requires a second (cooperative) player on Xbox
Live. Mount a turret and fire it. As you fire it, have your
partner knock you off the turret. When you stand up you'll
have infinite ammo -- and grenades.
Unlock: Max Level Bonuses
Raise your ability levels to the fifth red dot to unlock the
following bonuses.
Agility - Wingsuit (TAP Y to fly farther)
Strength - Ground Pound
Unlock: Crackdown 2's Agent 4 in Perfect Dark (XBLA)
If you have a Crackdown 2 save on your HDD, load Perfect
Dark and Agent 4, from Crackdown 2, will be a playable
character in Perfect Dark! You can play as Agent 4 in the
combat simulator.
Unlock: Avatar Awards
Get the following Achievements to unlock items for your
Xbox Live Avatar.
Freak Slippers (Male and Female)
Complete "First Hurdle" (Survive Agent Diagnostics and earn
deployment into Pacific City.)
Level 1 Agent Suit (Male and Female)
Complete "Light Bringer" (Detonate every Beacon in Pacific
City, alone or with another Agent.)
Official Agency Hoodie (Male and Female)
Complete "Jack of all Trades" (Complete one of every
objective type in Pacific City.)
Ruffian Hat
Complete the "Hope Spring Savior" (Detonate every Beacon
in Hope Springs, alone or with another Agent.)
Orb Shirt (Male and Female)
You must have the "First Blood" Achievement on your HDD
from Crackdown (1)



Hint: Orb Locator
Press UP on the D-Pad to briefly get a glimpse at the nearby
Orbs on your mini-map in the lower left corner. This "Orb-
dar" takes a few seconds to recharge before each use.
Hint: Orb Locator Exploit
Remember there is a built-in orb locator for all agents in
Crackdown 2. All you do is push UP on the D-Pad.
If you want a really good view of where the Orbs are, pause
the game. Then unpause the game and immediately push
UP on the D-Pad.
The onscreen map briefly has a very nice aerial view when
coming back from the pause screen so the Orb detector will
pick up more locations.
Hint: Easy Vehicle Stunt Rings
This requires 2 people in an online Co-Op match. One
person must get a helicopter from the Agency Tower and the
other must get a vehicle (Agency Supercar or Cruiser. Both
players should meet at the stunt ring. Equip Mag Grenades
and stick one to the bottom of the helicopter and one to the
roof of the car. Use the helicopter to fly the car through a
stunt ring. Be careful: The mag grenades have a timer on
them and will eventually explode.
Hint: Easy Renagade Agility Orbs
Get a helicopter from the Agency Tower and fly high above
the Orb (Low enough that you can survive, unless you have
the glide suit and can slow down). Jump out and drop down
onto the Orb and it will not start moving until you are very
close. If you have enough speed you should fly right into it.
Hint: Smokestack Orbing
There are orbs on smokestacks that are an extreme pain to
get. These can be obtained easily with the help of a
helicopter. Get your agility up to level 5 (for the wingsuit)
and make sure the Agency Tower is unlocked. Climb the
tower to get to a helicopter. Approach smokestacks slowly
and hover just above them (your landing gear may deploy
but that's ok).



Hint: Helicopter Orb Hunting
Grab a helicopter from Agency Island (you'll need the
Wingsuit/Max Agility to reach the heli pad) and fly over the
city. Using the boost function (click the LEFT STICK) to make
the minimap/radar zoom out. Press UP on the D-Pad quickly
to see a greater for easy Orb detection. ALL Orbs can be
seen from the helicopter.
Hint: Reach Helicopter Platform with Low Agility
1. Store a "long" vehicle at a drop point, like a ramp truck.
2. Extract to the agency tower building and equip mag
grenades and choose the long vehicle.
3. Pull the door off of your vehicle and stick a grenade to the
front of your vehicle and the door. If you cant get the door
off blow up a grenade on it.
4. Pick up the door, look towards the helipad (to the east of
your extraction point) and jump to the platform.
5. Run down the path to the heli pad (making sure that your
vehicle is behind you), drop your door and blow it up.
6. Jump and stick a mag grenade to highest part of the
bottom of the helipad and the front of your vehicle. This will
cause it to hang in the air. Stick a mag grenade to the back
of your vehicle and one to the ground. This will cause your
vehicle to be pulled to the middle of both points and you will
be able to jump onto the vehicle and make your way up to
the helipad.
Easter Egg: Toilet
You must have a level 5 in agility before you attempt this.
Get a helicopter and fly around Agency Tower until you see
a big tube-like thing with no top. Fly over it and get out of
your helicopter. Now, use your Wingsuit to fly down the
tube. At the bottom is a toilet full of rubber ducks.
Crash Bandicoot: Mind Over Mutant
Codes
To use any of the following codes, you'll need to pause the
game in Story Mode, and then hold the button designated


